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Abstract 
Given a collection of finite state machines, {Mi}, with the same input alphabet, let M be the 
product machine, M = n Mj. In general, not every state in M is reachable. A natural question 
is whether there are any inherent limits to the number of reachable states in a system that is the 
product of many small finite state machines. This note constructs a family of product machines 
M where the number of states is doubly exponential in the number of states in any individual 
machine Mi and every product state is reachable. 
Products of finite state machines such as discussed in this note occur when analyzing large 
collections of independently designed telecommunications services. These examples raise the 
possibility that product finite state machines modeling systems of independently designed services 
may have different characteristics from fmite state machines modeling communications protocols. 
Consequently, analyzing collections of telecommunications services may require new heuristic 
methods. 
1. Introduction 
Given a collection of finite state machines, {Mi}, with the same input alphabet, let 
A4 be the product machine, M = nM_. In general, not every state in A4 is reachable. 
A natural question is whether there are any inherent limits to the number of reachable 
states in a system that is the product of many small finite state machines. This note 
constructs a family of product machines M where the number of states is doubly 
exponential in the number of states in any individual machine Mi and every product 
state is reachable. 
Products of finite state machines such as discused in this note arise when analyz- 
ing large collections of independently designed telecommunications services. Analyzing 
them is of growing importance as telecommunications networks become increasingly 
sophisticated [2,5]. Communications protocols have long been modeled as finite state 
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machines and many heuristics exist to analyze them. One might hope to apply the same 
sorts of heuristics when analyzing collections of telecommunications services. However, 
a communications protocol usually imposes system-wide invariants that limit the reach- 
able states, e.g. the sequence number of the last message sent is within a small constant 
of the sequence number of the last message acknowledged. A protocol’s reachable state 
space is thus often much smaller than its potential [6, p. 2251. Several heuristics used 
to analyze communications protocols rely on the reachable state space either being 
small or enjoying certain structural properties [ 1,6]. The product machine examples 
constructed in this note, however, have large reachable state spaces. Moreover, except 
for Monte Carlo simulation, the sorts of heuristics that have been used successfully to 
analyze communications protocols have not performed successfully on our examples 
[3]. Consequently, analyzing collections of telecommunications services may require 
new heuristic methods. 
2. General model 
Let Mj be a family of finite state machines with the input alphabet { l,O}. Let +j be 
the transition function for Mj, 4j : (0, 1) X Mj + Mj. The product machine M = n Mj 
is defined as follows: 
(1) the set of states is the Cartesian product of the Mj, 
(2) the input alphabet is { 1, 0}, 
(3) the transition function is defined: 
4G,Xl,..., &I) H (4l(~,Xl),~ . ., 4n(bl)>. 
If there are n machines in the family Mj and each Mj has N states, then M has 
N” potential states. The number of possible machines of size N is exponential in N, 
so the number of states in the product machine can be doubly exponential in N. Are 
there such examples where every state is reachable? 
In the general situation, local conditions can prevent a product state from being 
reached. For example, suppose we have machines A and B such that the mappings 
x H b(O,x) and y H $B( 1, y) are not permutations of A and B. Then there are states 
a E A and b E B such that 
Vx E A, 4,dO,x) # a 
VY E B, MLY) # b 
If the most recent input is 0 then A is not in state a, and if the input is 1 then B is 
not in state b. Thus, the product state a x b in A x B is not reachable. 
Using the Chinese Remainder Theorem it is easy to construct product machines 
where every state is reachable but the number of states in such a machine is a single 
exponential in N. This note uses the theory of permutation groups to construct ex- 
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amples where every state is reachable and the number of states is doubly exponential 
in N. 
3. Full coverage 
Let p be a fixed odd prime, such that p # 3,11, or 23 and p # (qk - l)/(q - 1) 
for any prime q. We will construct a family of finite state machines, M;, such that 
l each machine Mi has p states, 
l the number of machines in the family is exponential in p, 
l every state in the product machine M = flA4i is reachable. 
Since there are an exponential number of machines in the family, the product ma- 
chine, M, has a doubly exponential number of states, each of which is reachable. 
The construction uses permutation groups. If T is a set, let Sym(T) be the group 
of permutations on T and let A/t(T) be the alternating subgroup of Sym(T), i.e. the 
group of all even permutations. For a positive integer n, we let [n] denote (1, . . ..n} 
and we let Sym(n) and At(n) denote Sym([n]) and Alt([n]) respectively. If G is a 
group of permutations of a set T, then the degree of G is the cardinal@ of T. Recall 
that a group G acts doubly transitive on T if and only if the subgroup of G that fixes 
any element x, i.e. the subgroup {g 1 g(x) = x}, acts transitively on T. 
Let S = {l,..., p} be a set with p elements. Given two permutations s and t on 
S, define a finite state machine M(s, t) as follows. The set of states is S, the input 
alphabet is (0, l}, and the transitions in the state x for the inputs 1 and 0 are given 
by 
1 :x++@) 
0 : x H t(x) 
Since the actions of 1 and 0 on the set S defines a permutation of S, the action of any 
input string of l’s and O’s delines a permutation. Let F be the free group generated 
by the strings of l’s and 0’s. Then the map 1 H s and 0 H t gives a homomorphism 
from F to Sym(S). 
The construction has two parts. We Iirst show that for any fixed odd prime p, 
p # 3,11, or 23 and p # (qk - 1 )/(q - 1 ), there is a family r consisting of an 
exponential number of machines, M(s, t), such that for each machine in r the subgroup 
of Sym(S) generated by the actions of 1 and 0 on S is the alternating group. Secondly, 
we show that within this family the actions of F on the different machines are suitably 
independent so that we will be able to conclude that all states of the product machine 
M are reachable. 
Throughout this paper, we describe a permutation IE over S as being a cycle provided 
n consists of a single (full length) cycle with p elements. 
Remark. The permutations s and t that will be chosen below to define the machines 
M(s, t) will be cycles. Thus, for each word w in the free group F there is a string w’ 
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of O’s and l’s (free of inverses) whose action is equivalent to that of w. We obtain 
w’ from w by replacing each exponent - 1 with p - 1. Thus, all states of the product 
machine A4 are reachable via words consisting of O’s and 1’s. 
3.1. The action of F on S 
We first show that the image of F is the alternating group. We need to establish 
some facts about permutation groups of prime degree. 
Definition. Let S = (0,. .., p - 1) be the finite field of p elements, Z/p. Let L be the 
group of permutations of S of the form 
L = {x H cx + d 1 c,d E S, c # 0). 
Lemma 1. Let t be the cycle t : x H x + 1 and let f be any relabeling of S such 
that the image oft under f is in L. Then f(x) = ax i- b for some a, b. 
Proof. Let t’ be the image of t under the relabeling f. Thus, t’( f (x)) = f (t(x)). By 
assumption, t’ E L, so that it is given by t’ : x H cx + d for some c and d. Since t is 
a cycle, t’ is also a cycle. If c # 1, then t’ has the fixed point, -d/(c - 1). Since a 
cycle has no fixed point, c = 1. So t’ : x H x + d, and therefore 
f(x+ 1) = f(t(x)) = t’(f(x)) = f(x)+d. 
It follows that 
f(x) = dx + f (0). •I 
Observation. The proof of Lemma 1 establishes the fact that all cycles t’ in L have 
the form t’ : x H x + d, and the number of such t’ is p - 1. 
Lemma 2. Let t be the cycle x H x + 1 and let f be a relabeling of S that takes 
t into L. Let s be an arbitrary permutation whose image s’ under f is in L. Then 
s E L. 
Proof. Since f takes t into an element of L, by Lemma 1 f has the form f(x) = ax+b. 
If under the relabeling f, the permutation s becomes s’ : x H cx + d, then 
as(x) + b = f (s(x)) = s’( f (x)) = c f (x) + d = c(ax + b) + d 
So s(x) = cx + ((c - 1)b + d)/a, and hence s E L. 0 
Lemma 3. The permutation group generated by the cycle t : x H x + 1 and any 
permutation s, s # L, is doubly transitive. 
Proof. A classical theorem of Burnside [8, p. 531 states that a transitive group of 
permutations on a set S of prime cardinality is either doubly transitive, or there is a 
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relabeling of S, f : S + Z/p, such that the image of the group under the relabeling 
is contained in L. By Lemma 2, if there is a relabeling f which takes the subgroup 
generated by t and s into L, then s itself is in L. So if s is not in L, then the group 
generated by s and t is doubly transitive. 0 
Corollary. The group generated by x H x + 1 and an arbitrary permutation s,s 6 L, 
is non-solvable. 
Proof. By a theorem of Huppert [8, p. 253; 71, if G is a solvable doubly transitive 
permutation group on a set S of prime order then there is a relabeling of S such that 
G is contained in L. Let G be the group generated by s and t. By Lemma 3, it is 
doubly transitive. By Lemma 2, since s does not belong to L there is no relabeling f 
taking G into L. By Huppert’s theorem, this implies that G is non-solvable. 0 
Corollary. The group generated by any two cycles s and t of prime degree which do 
not commute is non-solvable. 
Proof. There is a labeling of S under which t’, the image of t, is the cycle x I+ x + 1. 
Let s’ be the image of S under this relabeling. Since s’ is a cycle, if it were in L, it 
would have the form s’ : x H x + d. Since all of these permutations commute with t’, 
s’ g’ L. Thus the group generated by t’ and s’ is non-solvable as is the group generated 
by s and t. 0 
Let PSL(k,q) be the group of all k by k matrices over GF(q) of determinant 1 
modulo the subgroup of scalar matrices of determinant 1, i.e the projective special linear 
group. A consequence of the classification theorem for finite groups [4, p. 561 says that: 
Theorem. If G is a non-solvable doubly transitive permutation group of degree n 
which contains an n cycle, then one of the following holds (up to isomorphism): 
l G is either Ah(n) or Sym(n) 
l n = 11 and G = PSL(2, ll), or G is the Mathieu group k411, 
a n = 23 and G is the Mathieu group M23, 
l n = (qk - l)/(q- 1) for some prime power q and G is a subgroup ofAut(PSL(k,q)) 
containing PSL(k, q). 
We now have the following: 
Proposition. Let p be a jxed odd prime, p # 3,11, or 23 and p # (qk - l)/(q - l), 
and let G be the subgroup of Sym(p) generated either by two non-commuting cycles 
s and t or by the cycle x H x + 1 and an even permutation not in L, then G is the 
alternating group Ah(S). 
Proof. By the corollaries and the Theorem, the subgroup G is isomorphic to either 
Sym(n) or Ah(n). Because s and t are even permutations, we conclude that G is the 
alternating group. 0 
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3.2. Simultaneous action of F 
We now consider the simultaneous action of F on several finite state machines. 
We want to show that the action is transitive. This is done in the following series of 
lemmas. 
Let S be the finite field Z/p and fix t to be the permutation x H x + 1. For any 
permutation s, let ps be the homomorphism from F to Sym(S) given by 1 H t and 
0 t-t s. If s and r are any two permutations and s = t”rt-” for some n, then for any 
sequence a of l’s and O’s, ~$(a) = t”p,.(a)t-“. Thus, for the respective kernels K, and 
KS of pr and ps, we have K,. = K,. Now assume that s and r are two permutations not 
in L and that s # t”rt-” for any n. We will tist show that ps and p,. are independent, 
i.e. that K, # K,. We then show that if we have such a set of pairwise independent 
maps, then all states of the product machine are reachable. 
Lemma 4. Let s and r be two d@erent permutations uch that s # Prt-” for any 
n, and such that images in Sym(S) of ps and pr are the alternating group Ah(S). 
Assume, moreover, that ISI > 3 and (SI # 6. Let K, be the kernel of ps and K, the 
kernel of pr. Then K, # K,. 
Proof. FIK, is isomorphic to the group generated by r and t under the homomorphism 
pr deiined by 1 H t and 0 H r. Since s and t generate Ah(S), we conclude that FIK, 
and Ah(S) are isomorphic. Similarly we have an isomorphism F/KS + A/t(S). If 
K, = K,, it follows that r H s and t H t induces an automorphism p of Alt(S) 
It is well known [9, p. 3141 that all automorphisms of Ah(j) are inner provided 
j > 3 and j # 6. Consequently, p(x) = uxu- ‘, for some permutation u E Sym(S). 
Since p(t) = t, ut = tu. Hence, u(x + 1) = u(t(x)) = t(u(x)) = u(x) + 1. Thus, u = t” 
for some n. Since s = p(r), s = t”rt-” contradicting the hypothesis of the lemma. 
Thus K, # K,. 
Observation. The relation o between permutations defined by 
{(r,s) 1 s = t”rP for some integer n} 
is an equivalence relation. The identity permutation and the cycles belonging to L 
each constitute singleton equivalence classes. All other equivalence classes have p 
permutations. Moreover, cycle structure is preserved within these classes. There are 
((p - 1 )! - (p - 1 ))/p classes consisting of cycles not belonging to L. 
Lemma 5. If A, B, and C are normal subgroups of a group G, such that AC = BC = 
G, and G/C is non-commutative. Then A n B c C. 
Proof. Let a be an arbitrary element of A and b an arbitrary element of B. Since A 
and B are normal, we have that aba-’ E B, and ba-‘b-’ E A. So 
aba-‘b-’ E AnB, 
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and we conclude ab E ba (mod A n B). Now suppose that A n B c C. Then aba-‘b-l E 
C, so ab z ba(modC) for any a E A and b E B. Since AC = BC = G, for any 
elements g and h in G we can find an element a E A and an element b E B such that 
g E a(mod C) and h E b(modC). Thus gh E ab E ba E hg (modC). This implies 
that G/C is commutative, contrary to assumption. 0 
Lemma 6. If A, B, and C are normal subgroups of G and AC = BC = G and G/C is 
non-commutative and simple, then (A f~ B)C = G. 
Proof. If G/C is non-commutative, then by Lemma 5, AnB c C. Thus, G’ = (AnB)C 
is a normal subgroup of G and is not contained in C. Therefore, G’/C = (A n B)C/C 
is a non-trivial normal subgroup of G/C. 
Since G/C is simple, we conclude that G’/C = G/C, and therefore, (AnB)C = G. 0 
Lemma 7. Let K I,. . . , K,, be a set of distinct normal subgroups uch that each G/K; 
is simple and non-commutative. Given any m subgroups, Ki, , . . . , Ki,, and any Kj, j # 
iI,...,&,,, then 
(Ki, f?-..fllU,)Kj = G. 
Proof. By induction. First we consider the base case m = 1. Let B = Ki, and C = Kj. 
By assumption, B and C are distinct normal subgroups and G/B and G/C are simple. 
It follows that BCJC is a non-trivial normal subgroup of G/C and therefore, BC = G. 
Now assume that m > 1 and the lemma is true for m - 1. Given any m subgroups 
Kit 9 - - .) Ki,,, and a subgroup Kj, j # il, . . . . i,,,, let 
A=Ki, rT...nKim_,, B = Ki,,,, C = Kj. 
By the induction assumption applied to Ki, , . . . , Kim_, , and Kj, we have that AC = G. 
Similarly, BC = G. By Lemma 6, we have that (A n B)C = G. This completes the 
induction step and the proof of the lemma. q 
Now let r denote the following family of machines M(s, t). For each machine in the 
family t is given by x I+ x -I- 1. Next, consider the equivalence classes of o consisting 
of p cycles, and choose Y to be a set of distinct representatives from these equivalence 
classes. The ensemble of cycles s defining the various machines M(s, t) in r is given 
by Y. There are ((p - l)! - (p - l))/p machines in r. 
Theorem. Let S be the field Z/p where p satisJies the restrictions stated in the 
proposition of Section 3.1. Let T denote the family of machines M(s, t) defined above 
in terms of cycles s, t over S. Let M denote the product of the machines in r. Then 
every state of M is reachable. 
Proof. We will show that for any fixed component i and any state x in the product 
machine M, we can change the ith component state xi to an arbitrary state yi while 
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leaving the other components fixed. This implies that one can move from any product 
state x to any other product state y by moving along each component independently. 
In order to change a specified component, we proceed to invoke Lemma 7. The 
proposition of Section 3.1 shows that the group generated by the actions of 0 and 1 
for each machine M(s, t) is the alternating group, which is simple and non-commutative. 
Lemma 4 shows that for distinct machines M(s,t) the kernels in F of the respective 
homomorphisms are distinct. Choosing G = F in Lemma 7, we conclude that these 
kernels satisfy the hypothesis of Lemma 7. 
Since the action of F on each individual machine M(s, t) is transitive, there is a g 
in F such that g(xi) = yi. Let Kl denote the kernel corresponding to the machine of 
the Ith component, and let 
H = nKl. 
l#i 
By Lemma 7, F = HKi so there is a decomposition g = hk where h E H and 
k E Ki. We now argue that h accomplishes the desired motion within M. Since k is 
in Ki, k(xi) = Xi. Thus, yi = g(xi) = hk(xi) = h(xi). Since h is in the intersection of 
the other kernels, h leaves the other components fixed and has the correct action on 
the ith component. As remarked immediately preceding Section 3.1, there exists in F 
a string consisting of O’s and 1 ‘s, free of inverses, having the same effect as h. 
3.3. Summary 
This note constructed examples of product machines where the number of product 
states is doubly exponential in the number of states in an individual machine and every 
product state is reachable. 
Systems where every product state is reachable seem to be the exception as local 
conditions can prevent this from happening. However, while these local conditions 
prevent fir11 coverage, they do not preclude having a doubly exponential number of 
reachable states. (As a trivial observation, starting with our construction, we can always 
add a new individual machine to the product which is isomorphic to one of the other 
machines. Full coverage of the new product state space is then precluded, but the size 
of the reachable state space remains unchanged, and hence doubly exponential.) We 
pose as an open problem: how large the reachable state space is for products of random 
machines of a given size. 
As noted in the Introduction, Monte Carlo simulation is one means for exploring the 
state space defined by the product machines constructed in this paper. Setting aside 
the fact that the state space is large, this approach would be additionally burdened if 
certain states are intrinsically hard to reach during the process of a random walk. Since 
the limiting distribution of the state space is readily shown to be uniform, particular 
states can be especially hard to reach only if the corresponding Markov chain fails to 
be rapidly mixing. We therefore pose as an open question whether our constructions, 
viewed as Markov chains, are rapidly mixing. 
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